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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Many people have embraced the convenience of wireless devices in their homes, but these devices

come at a price — your privacy and your health. With each smart device that you welcome to your

home — such as connected alarm clocks, vehicles, refrigerators and doorbells — another layer of

your personal life is revealed and your health is sabotaged by the EMFs.

This is certainly true of smart meters, which are o@cially known in the U.S. as advanced metering

infrastructure (AMI) installations. In 2020, 102.9 million such smart meters were installed by U.S.

electric utilities, about 88% of them in personal residences.  AMI meters measure and record

electricity usage at least every hour, if not more, and provide the data to the utility company and

consumer at least once a day.

According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration, "AMI installations range from basic hourly

interval meters to real-time meters with built-in two-way communication that is capable of

recording and transmitting instantaneous data."

What could be wrong with transmitting every last detail about your real-time energy usage to an

energy company? Those data reveal far more than you might think — and could even be used

against you to control your individual energy use or, one day, to help ensure "net zero" compliance.

Smart Meters Aren’t There for Your Bene<t

Before smart meters were widely available, your electricity usage was recorded by a meter reader,

who would visit your property once a month and manually record your energy usage. Now, this data

is tracked at hourly or half-hour intervals, which energy companies are billing as a way to save you,

the customer, money. The U.K.’s Shell Energy, which describes smart meters as "the future of

energy," notes:

"Smart meters bring a whole host of bene3ts: they’ll tell you how much you’re spending in

real time, which means there are no nasty surprises when your bill turns up … But, perhaps

best of all, smart meters give you real-time information on your energy use.

They let you know exactly how much it’s costing you to boil that kettle or charge your

phone. Armed with this knowledge, you can make a more informed decision about whether

to turn up the heating, or put another load in the tumble dryer.

… Smart meters are set to revolutionize the way we use electricity. They make it easier for

suppliers like us to offer cheaper, off-peak rates for, say, charging your electric car. They tell

us more about how you use your energy, which means we can offer you more suitable

tariffs. It may be that, one day, you’re offered cheaper electricity on sunny or windy days,

when clean energy is easier to come by."

Smart Energy International also describes Comarch’s smart metering systems as a solution for

"remote and automatic measurement of media consumption." Note that their smart meters once

only measured electricity and now are available for other utilities, including water, gas and heat,

"the consumption of which should be constantly monitored."

Using the tactic of manufacturing fear, they spin smart meters as a necessity so that energy

companies can keep close tabs on consumption and step in when needed:

"A whole new era of readings has come. Smart metering systems provide companies in the

utilities sector with the ability to monitor media supply networks and eGciently respond to

current events. Data can be obtained even from meters that are diGcult to access and

those located at long distances from each other. They are sent periodically, informing the

end-user about the reading, transmission data, and possible failures and errors.

This makes it possible to send teams almost immediately where they are needed at any

given time. All this is to respond as quickly as possible if a problem arises."

If They Control the Energy, They Control You

The technocratic elite, including both BlackRock CEO Larry Fink and Bill Gates, are pushing for "net

zero" carbon emissions.  While BlackRock is busy buying up houses, Gates is hard at work

amassing farmland and is now the largest owner of farmland in the U.S.

Gates is pushing for drastic, fundamental changes by 2030, including widespread consumption of

fake meat, adoption of next generation nuclear energy and growing a fungus as a new type of

nutritional protein.  The deadline Gates has given to reach net zero emissions is 2050,  and smart

meters are already being positioned as an essential part of this plan. According to Shell Energy:

"Indeed, the government considers smart meters key to the UK cutting its emissions and

reaching net-zero by 2050. The Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy

has worked out that, if we all switch to smart meters, the UK can knock 45 million tonnes

off its carbon emissions — the equivalent of taking 26 million cars off the road for a year."

But according to many experts, including Vandana Shiva, new conditionalities are being created

through net zero "nature-based" solutions in order to force the world to accept a new food and

agricultural system, along with a new wave of colonization in the name of sustainability. Navdanya’s

report, "Earth Democracy: Connecting Rights of Mother Earth to Human Rights and Well-Being of

All," explains:

"… ‘Net Zero’ is a new strategy to get rid of small farmers … through the burden of fake

carbon accounting. Carbon offsets and the new accounting trick of ‘net zero’ does not

mean zero emissions. It means the rich polluters will continue to pollute and also grab the

land and resources of those who have not polluted — indigenous people and small farmers

— for carbon offsets."

In other words, the elite will continue to consume resources as always, including indulgences like

polluting private jets, but will be able to purchase carbon credits to offset the emissions they

create.  Meanwhile, the average person will face increasing scrutiny of their energy usage, to the

point that it may one day be rationed in the name of "climate compliance."

Will Smart Meters Be Used to Ration Energy Use?

Smart meters do more than measure your energy usage. They’re also capable of distinguishing

what type of energy you’re using. So they know if you’re doing a load of laundry, watching TV or

have left your home for the day. While this might not sound nefarious on the surface, it’s an

intensely personal form of surveillance — one that could easily be used against you, including to

ration your energy. Journalist Abby Martin explains:

"If the notion about what you are doing and when you are doing isn’t disturbing enough —

it’s worse. These devices are capable of regulating, controlling and even rationing your

energy use. Take this example, you are running your fans in the hot summer months and

the power company decides you are using too much power, they will take it upon

themselves to lower it regardless of the consumer willing to pay for the extra usage.

A point to consider is what these companies will do with this information. Once this is

shared with law enforcement, it can and it will be used against you. Cops will be able to

know what you are doing in the privacy of your own home.

Secondly these companies can sell this information of our daily lives for data mining and

advertising. It is disturbing at so many levels but these little surveillance units are being

implemented across the country without the public’s consent and in many cases without

their knowledge of being installed."

It’s Time to ‘Think the Unthinkable’

It’s unthinkable that the powers that be could be intent on increasing surveillance and control, to the

point that even your energy usage is under their thumb, but as GBNews host Neil Oliver put it in the

video above, it’s time to "think the unthinkable":

"People raised to trust the powers that be, who have assumed, like I once did, that the state,

regardless of its political Yavor at any given moment, is essentially benevolent and well

meaning, will naturally try to keep that assumption of benevolence in mind to make sense

of what’s going on around them.

People like us, you and me, raised in the understanding that we are free, that we have

inalienable rights and that the institutions of this country have our best interests at heart

will tend to tie ourselves in knots rather than contemplate the idea those authorities may

actually be working against us now.

… We are no longer being treated as individuals entitled to make the most of our lives, but

as a barn full of battery hens — just another product to be bought and sold, sold down the

river … treat yourself to the gift of understanding that the powers that be fully intend we

should have less heat and less fuel, and that in the planned future only the rich will have

cars anyway. The plan is not to 3x it. The plan is to break it and leave it broken.

… If net zero and the rest was about the good of the planet and not about clearing the

beaches and skies of scum like us, don’t you think those sainted politicians and A-listers

would be lighting the way for us by their own example?"

Another Problem With Smart Meters — EMFs

Even if you put aside the surveillance and privacy issues and their potential for abuse, smart meters

should be avoided because they’re yet another source of electromagnetic celds, which include

radio frequencies from smart meters, cellphones and Wi-Fi. Smart meters also have the additional

challenge of emitting dirty electricity which consists of transient voltage spikes as a result of

switching mode power supplies. Adverse health effects linked to these EMF exposures include:

Excess oxidative stress

Opening your blood-brain barrier, allowing toxins to enter your brain

DNA damage and altered microbiome

Impaired proton eow and ATP production

Altered cellular function due to excessive charge

One way to reduce your exposure is to refuse smart meters as long as you can. Note that some

states already prohibit opt-outs while others allow them but will charge you an extortion fee, in the

form of one-time and monthly charges, to do so. According to the National Conference of State

Legislatures:

"In almost every case, customers who elect to opt-out of smart meter installation are

charged to do so — often through a one-time "set-up fee," followed by monthly fees

associated with the cost of sending out meter-readers. The fees can vary considerably. A

utility in Rhode Island charges a one-time fee of $27, while a Texas utility’s one-time fee is

$171. The monthly fees range from around $9 to $32."

If you can afford to do so, opting out will protect both your privacy and your health from this

unnecessary intrusion. Alternatively, you can shield the meters with kits available online but those

will not reduce the dirty electricity produced by the meters.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

7,091 ratings

ORDER NOW
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The Great Reset will use any means necessary to enslave people while increasing their power and wealth. The Activist Post regularly

reports on "smart" utility meters and other unsafe technologies. The reality as Dr. Mercola reports is that utilities claim that the data they

collect about you will be worth more than the electricity they sell you. Government agencies, law crms, corporations, and other major and

non-proct groups recognize the far-reaching privacy implications of smart meters and the radio opt-out meter. Because they collect

usage data in such a granular way (up to every 15 seconds), they are able to track when you are home and what appliances you use and

when you use them.

This data can be sold to third parties, with mind-boggling consequences. The European Union has published an impressive report on the

far-reaching implications of this. Smart meter data has also been used by law enforcement in an attempt to catch criminals;

Unfortunately, the usage patterns of law-abiding people may be the same as those of lawbreakers, with the result that the police have

broken into the homes of law-abiding citizens. In the long term, almost everyone will be affected because the celds these meters

generate affect our cells, our hormones, our metabolic processes, and our DNA.  Thousands of independent, non-industry funded

scienticc studies have shown that electromagnetic frequencies emitted by smart and digital meters cause serious health problems,

including cancer, ADD, and the breakdown of the blood-brain barrier. Current research shows that there is a genetic component to the

effects that some people experience. health effects on our blog .SmartMeterHealthEffects. smartmeterhealth.blogspot.com
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For more information, visit our archives and the following Activist Post websites: 1) Coalition to Stop Smart Meters

http://stopsmartmetersbc.com/  2) EMC safety net http://emfsafetynetwork.org/  3) StopSmartMeters.org

https://stopsmartmeters.org/  Milton Williams, a former Aclara Energy employee runs an organization called LOSE (Life Over

Smart Energy) that raises awareness and empowers people to take back their health, safety and privacy from the smart grid

industry. 4) Smart meter damage https://smartmeterharm.org/     The 50-page document “Overview: Electrical and Fire Hazards of

'Smart', Wireless, PLC and Digital Utility Meters.

The report “Analysis: problems of smart meters and smart grids of 175 pages. Legislative proposal” Maine coalition appeals to

state court https://smartmeterharm.org/     2022/04/27/maine-coalition-appeals-to-state-court/ (2022) 5) Smart grid awareness

https/.../  Update on Smart Meter Refusals for ComEd Customers smartgridawareness.org author/skyvisionsolutions/ (2022) 6)

Smart meter news What you need to know about wireless technology by Arthur Firstenberg Chairman, Cell Phone Task Force.

biological effects smartmeternewsupdates.wordpress.com  .---7) Smart meter education network

www.smartmetereducationnetwork.com  Smart meters affect our health, our privacy, our security and our right to determine what

type of technology will be installed in our home. This page gives you an overview of the main issues related to smart meters. The

Smart Meter Education Network is an independent organization that works with integrity to protect everyone from the negative

effects of smart meters and related technologies.
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8) Get your power back www.takebackyourpower.net  "A threat involving...Your privacy...Your cnancial future...Your health...Your

freedom......and much more..." Includes movie. 9) The popular initiative thepeoplesinitiative.org  Great information on our lawsuits,

wireless radiation and health effects, smart meters, wic, EMF corruption, resources, chemtrails/geoengineering", genetically

modiced food, legal victories over cell towers and smart meters, etc- 10) Wireless information network https://www.win19.org/

 11) Electromagnetic radiation safety https://www.saferemr.com  12) Environmental Health Trust We are a group of scienticc

experts with a mission to safeguard human health and the environment by empowering people with cutting-edge information.

13) Doctors for Safe Technology Our vision is a world where technology meets our needs without undermining our physical,

psychosocial, or environmental health. CHD URGES FCC TO ACCOMMODATE MILLIONS SICKENED BY WIRELESS RADIATION

Children’s Health Defense joined 50 safe technology and disability advocacy groups in cling legal comments urging the Federal

Communications Commission to provide access to wired broadband for people who are sensitive to and harmed by wireless

technology. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chd-fcc-wireless-radiation/  (05/31/2022) 5G HEALTH RISKS: HOW MUCH

EXPOSURE CAN HUMANS WITHSTAND?. Dr. Mercola. 5G technology relies primarily on the bandwidth of the millimeter wave,

known to cause a painful burning sensation. It’s also been linked to eye and heart problems, suppressed immune function, genetic

damage and fertility problems. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/5g-emf-radiofrequency-radiation-he..  (19/08/22)
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Guillermou, great information, thank you. Smart meters , anything digital is bad for us. The criminal cabal that runs this world have

weaponsised everything against us. From weather to food, to energy...... time to cght back.
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Gui, whatever positives Digital may have or had, is overwhelmingly turned on its head, most of it behind the scenes, underreported

if at all. Oliver's observation, "The plan is to break it & leave it broken & only they have electricity, have it all," pretty well sums it up. "

Net Zero’ is a new strategy to get rid of small farmers through the burden of fake carbon accounting. Carbon offsets & the new

accounting trick of net zero’ does not mean zero emissions. It means the rich polluters will continue to pollute & also grab the land

& resources of those who have not polluted — indigenous people & small farmers — for carbon offsets." An incredibly eye-opening

article, & important information showing why Locally small scale, Biodynamic, agriculture & community is a foundation for

Freedom & Independence.

Can small-scale farmers feed the world? " - the way the debate has been framed so far places the onus unfairly on peasant &

small-scale farmers to prove they can produce enough food to feed the world (even though we have ample country-level data

showing small-scale farms outproduce large-scale farms). We must ask, then, why the onus is not placed on industrial agriculture

to justify why the percentage of the calories they deliver to people are so low; why there is so much waste; why so many calories

are ine@ciently allocated while using such vast amounts of land & resources.

agrowingculture.substack.com/p/can-small-scale-farmers-feed-the  Now add in all the subsidies for destructive land use, their

pushing the cost of what they call externals onto the consumer & taxpayers, let alone Carbon offsets so 1% Predator$ can still

continue their jet set lifestyle. It is glaring they intend to continue to use destructive means to continue a dead-end path at our

expense. If serious about healthy foods, lives, Our Garden, Planet Earth, they would join us in investing in Biodynamic Agriculture &

drop the addictive, destructive Rockefeller/Gates System madness.
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In shorter terms, embrace the natural, rediscover the personal to be able to ditch the digital.
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Good summary, JUST, "In shorter terms, embrace the natural, rediscover the personal to be able to ditch the digital." Let's look at

the FCC cover-up of smart meters and the harm to health. The FCC limits for smart meters, and any other type of radiation, are set

only on the average over time, not "peak pulses." So when utilities say that their smart meter emissions are within the FCC limits,

all that means is that the average pulse does not exceed the FCC limits. But consider this. The FCC limits were designed for a

single half-hour RF exposure by a six-foot-tall, 200-pound man.

They were designed only to prevent his tissue from overheating in half an hour. They did not take into account the biology .effects

on cells and organs such as the heart, brain and gastrointestinal system. These guidelines were not designed for repeated

exposure, and they certainly were not designed for continuous 24-hour exposure. The European Union has declared that the

exposure limits are too high. The US Department of the Interior stated in 2014 that emissions from cell phone towers are harming

wildlife. Humans are also animals. www.smartmetereducationnetwork.com/uploads/environmental-action-news-u..  In the link a

picture of what most people think of when they think of smart meter signage.

A meter in a house, a small burst several times a day that travels in a straight line. This is the kind of thing that utility companies

show you, convincing you: “Oh, it's just a little meter. It's not a big deal." In fact, the meters don't propagate RF waves in a straight

line, as this image would imply. Rather, the waves radiate from their source in all directions. It's not just the person in the red line

the one that will receive a dose of RF. Actually showing them in three dimensions, the circles would turn into balloons.
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One or more of these meters is a collector meter, which receives many more signals than the other meters because it is the

"gathering point" to which the meters send their data. The collector meter then sends data to a data collection unit, which is often

mounted on a telephone pole. The meters talk to each other 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. The image cannot even begin to

represent the multitude of signals. At the same time that all of this is happening, the data collection unit and collector meter may

be sending signals back to the meters. www.smartmetereducationnetwork.com  .------------------------------------- The SAGE (Center for

Sustainability and the Global Environment) / GATP (World Trade Analysis Project) database estimates the arable land area in the

world at 4,022 million hectares.

Several hypotheses are analyzed to extend the area of cultivated land: (1) considering only the most suitable land for cultivation,

(2) including all the land suitable for cultivation but without touching forest land, and (3) considering cultivation of all land suitable

for cultivation including that covered by forests. Under these hypotheses, cultivated land could be multiplied by 2. L. Roudart,

author of the study concludes: `` It seems that despite the divergences, uncertainties and limits regarding the databases being

studied, the land areas that can be used for rainfed cultivation and that have not yet They are grown are very extensive worldwide.

and it includes several important regions in many countries, especially in South America and sub-Saharan Africa. Among the

countries that have the most non-cultivated arable land, we can also cnd the USA and Russia. In Latin America (Brazil) and in

sub-Saharan Africa (DRC), such land is largely found in the major forest basins and in savannah regions. Finally, Western Europe

also has non-cultivated arable land. This link is very complete. www.agter.org/.../cche-chemin-231.html
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Hungry for land: small farmers feed the world with less than a quarter of all farmland. Governments and international agencies

frequently boast that small farmers control the largest share of the world's agricultural land. Inaugurating 2014 as the International

Year of Family Farming, Jos Graziano da Silva, Director General of the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO),

sang the praises of family farmers but didn't once mention the need for land reform. Instead he stated that family farms already

manage most of the world's farmland1  a whopping 70%, according to his team.2 Another report published by various UN agencies

in 2008 concluded that small farms occupy 60% of all arable land worldwide.3 Other studies have come to similar conclusions.

www.fao.org/.../284666
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Thank you very much Leahoz, you have expressed yourself with great success
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Hello Guillermou: Yes. All true. "Smart" meters cause numerous injuries to health and wellbeing. The informational links you

provided to electronmagnetic/health sites, are excellent. - - - Been there and done that for decades. - - - Few persons take any heed

of health issues, and legal actions have been stalled in courts for years. The utillity grid is an engineering disaster, and energy

companies corrupt to the core. Racketeering charges are never cled. The "smart" grid is an energy Hog. Anyone who believes

these "inprovements" to energy monitoring is an imbecile. Digital broadcast of any kind consummes HUGE amounts of energy.

Let's study it some more and remain in denial...
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I just want to acknowledge your comment in a broader sense. I come here to learn from Dr. Mercola. I hang around to learn from

you and a few others. Thank you for your continued insights.
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Thank you PAUL, Your comment is very correct: "The utility grid is an engineering disaster, and energy companies corrupt to the

core. Racketeering charges are never cled." In section 4) Damage to smart meters, there is a very interesting report

smartmeterharm.org/2012/12/14/report-smart-meter-problems-dec-2012/#mo..  Originally written for California legislators, this

report also provides a legislative and regulatory action plan for halting this program, and suggestions for reforming utility

regulation so that the public is protected in the future. The report is evidence for assessing accountability and liability for the

extensive harm caused to the public.

Supplemental documents can be downloaded here. Overview Overcharging, accuracy, and the Structure Group report Reliability

Privacy invasion Fires and electrical problems Health problems Switching mode power supply (SMPS) Interference with

electronics Interference with medical devices Hacking/cyber-security Remote disconnection of power Vulnerability of nuclear

facilities Vulnerability to electromagnetic pulses (EMPs) No utility liability for hacked data Increased burglary risk Increased metal

and infrastructure corrosion Impacts to building integrity Job loss Environmental costs Smart Grid/Smart Meters energy intensive

Weaponized RF Control of household electrical use FCC violations Burdensome and excessive costs Costs exceed benects

Fraudulent claims and unavailable information Strong-arm tactics by CPUC and utilities Violation of jurisdiction and mandate by

CPUC CPUC procedural violations No CEQA EIR Violation of state and federal laws Criminal negligence Strengthening utility

monopolies Ignoring realities and open process Origins Opt-out limitations Smart Meter opposition Legislative solutions Fiscal

impacts Other states Prior or similar legislation Websites for additional information
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The Theft of Your Wealth and Freedom Is Accelerating
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ) Fact Checked

Smart meters measure and record electricity usage at least every hour, if not more, and provide the data to the utility company and

consumer at least once a day

*

The data from smart meters reveal far more than you might think — and could even be used against you to control your individual energy

use or, one day, to help ensure “net zero” compliance

*

Smart meters do more than measure your energy usage; they’re also capable of distinguishing what type of energy you’re using, such as

doing laundry or watching TV

*

It’s an intensely personal form of surveillance — one that could easily be used against you, including to scrutinize your energy usage and

even ration your energy

*

Smart meters should also be avoided because they’re yet another source of electromagnetic celds, which include radio frequencies from

smart meters, cellphones and Wi-Fi, and dirty electricity

*

If you can, opt out of receiving a smart meter; be aware that you will likely be charged an extortion fee, in the form of one-time and monthly

charges, to do so

*
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Thank you very much SARITA, of course, Dr. Mercola is a great light in this valley of darkness. Millions of people around the world

are sure to be very appreciative of his continued health research, as well as his great battle for the rights and freedoms of

individuals.
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I replaced both my electric and gas "smart" meter back to the old analog. Yes, I was charged an extortion fee of $75 for each meter

exchange, plus, for three years, I must pay $10/month for each meter. The thing that initially griped me over 4 years ago when I did

this, was who gave the utilities permission to use the gas and electrical lines in my home to gain information? I was told by the

meter reader (who is thankful to have a job) that I am the only one within a cve mile radius who has "opted out".
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Simply....The Great Reset is the Great Culling !!!!!
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Har, congratulate you on your action. We must also think about clean renewable energies. Spain is a sunny country. However, it has

wasted the potential of solar energy for years. That past has progressively come out of the shadows to take more advantage of the

brilliance of sunlight. Self-consumption begins to impose itself. A quick aerial look reveals a reality that lives above our heads:

photovoltaic panels, once unusual, occupy more and more space in industry, in companies... and especially in homes. It is the rise

of self-consumption with privileged views of the sun. In the residential area, self-consumption is no longer a rarity.

In 2020 an increase was already perceived that has been consolidated in 2021, representing 32% of the total new photovoltaic

power. The context is encouraging: with the elimination of what is known as the sun tax in October 2018, the Government

promoted a set of reforms and measures to favor electricity self-consumption. The photovoltaic installation grew in Spain more

than 101% in 2021 compared to the previous year. The high price of electricity, the shortage of energy and the greater importance

we give to being well at home after the outbreak of the pandemic have also greatly ineuenced this growth.

The European Commission hopes to drive a large-scale deployment of solar power and rebuild Europe's solar manufacturing

industry. The plan is part of his attempt to steer countries away from fuels. Solar electricity and heat are key to phasing out the

EU's dependence on Russian natural gas Solar photovoltaic (PV) costs have plummeted by more than 80 percent over the past

decade, but the technology produced just 5 percent of the EU's electricity in 2020.

www.euronews.com/green/2022/05/11/solar-panels-could-be-on-all-europe-..  russian-fos
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Yes, Martix, the global elites want to manage the entire planet, they think they are much smarter than you, that you cannot make

decisions on your own. It's not about climate change. It's about raising your taxes. It's not about equality. It's about increasing

regulation of ordinary people like you and me. It is not about improving your standard of living. It's about giving them more and

more power. They care about one thing and one thing only, which is to pursue their own interest. Jonathan Latham, PhD, coined the

term “PANDEMIC VIRUS INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX” to describe one of the greatest existential threats to humanity. It has not been

the coronavirus that is the greatest threat facing humanity, it is the increasingly pervasive system of fascist tyranny whereby

corporations and government have merged and now feed off each other to perpetuate purpose-driven "health crises." proct.

The Wuhan coronavirus "pandemic" is simply the latest example of this corrupt system, which "takes money for private gain," to

quote Dr. Joseph Mercola. This electronic book consists of a preface and thirteen chapters. Last update THE 2020-22

WORLDWIDE CORONA CRISIS: DESTROYING CIVIL SOCIETY, ENGINEERED ECONOMIC DEPRESSION, GLOBAL COUP D’TAT AND

THE “GREAT RESET” www.globalresearch.ca/the-2020-worldwide-corona-crisis-destroying-civi..  (04/ 23/2022)
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I was well aware of this years ago, so refused/ignored all the annoyingly persistent offers to get a smart meter, and I'm still getting

them! As stated, this is a google-like spying apparatus, including a remote control power-kill switch, and the RF emissions were a

serious concern, so I wanted/want none of it. There are even suggestion that these meters may spy on and control SMART

(military) appliances in the future, which does sounds sound good at all! Some of these meters have wireless displays, which

suggests that they really do have the ability to reach inside the home, if these displays don't use WiFi to access (security risk)

cloud servers. In some areas of the UK, smart meters are ironically unreliable, because of inadequate reception of meter

transmissions, this may well be the case in some areas of other countries too.
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Taking off my musicians hat and put on my Information Security (InfoSec) engineers hat - NONE of this stuff is for the users benect

(you). There are certain things we DO have control of, even though a power meter to the power company may not be in your control. . In

security there are three basic legs to the security stool. 1) Concdentiality 2) Availability, 3) Integrity. Unfortunately most people threw out

1 and 3 and only care about NUMBER 2! (thats intentional). Things you CAN do 1) Get rid of cable - its just garbage and propaganda. 2)

Go BACK to a DUMB Phone. They are becoming all the rage again. Check out PUNKT. They are JUST a phone. NO GPS, No apps, Nothing

you would need high speed access for (5G) You can do voice and text, and thats about it. 3) DUMP all "social media. It is PWNED by big

comms. big business Big- BIG and its NOT benign! NO Farce-book, NO EWETUBE (google) - use RUMBLE. no Tweeter (I don't think Elon

bought it), No Inst-duh-gram. Use a VPN when you go online on your computer, etc.

NONE of that MSM social media trash is there for YOUR benect! Use Firefox as your browser, (its open source and pretty secure) STAY

WAY AWAY from ANYTHING google. Use ProtonMail for your email. Learn to actually write letters again. THINK SECURITY. Put

CONFIDENTIALITY and DATA INTEGRITY FIRST and sacricce a little "AVAILABILITY". These are TOOLS - not toys, and YOU OWN them.

And with a dumb phone that makes it easy to see how much YOU have been owned. Until you transition to a dumb phone, an intermediate

step is to remove ALL of that rot from your current "smart" phone. Strip it back, get rid of those "apps". Challenge yourself to strip it back

to the a phone, and maybe the weather. Certain apps are embedded, just don't use them. Get a Franklin planner (paper)! DO NOT trust

without vericcation, don't be a sucker and don't get scammed! There you go, your security consultation (No charge) :-) Make your digital

footprint SMALL again! (MYDFSA!) God Bless.
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Gee, thanks, RedRavenSounds! Awesome security consultation, and free! God bless YOU for sharing. :) Protonmail also has a

calendar, which works very well. (Not all Google features, but the important ones are there.)
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One thing that holds many people back from going off grid is lack of battery storage. This is crucial for people who need start up energy

for wells to cll water tanks. Also, for certain northern climates where there is not enough sun for solar power over a dark winter and not

enough wind m. p. h. for e@cient windmills. I expect we will see improvements in batteries in the not too distant future. Many electrical

utility companies are now insisting customers sign 30-year contracts to prorate the cost of energy production over time. This makes it

harder to withdraw and go off grid. One solution is to tell the power company you want to be disconnected for safety reasons while you

are working on your control panel. Tell them you will notify them when you want it reconnected.

Then, just never reconnect it. You may still get charged a minimum monthly payment. In some places, you cannot be disconnected for

nonpayment because it is illegal to live without electricity. One more reason to evacuate from big cities and their bureaucracy. Study the

Stasi of East Germany and the surveillance and control they had over citizens in a less technical era. It is a harbinger of what is

possible--but an even more repressive use of technology to surveil individuals. An educated person with some knowledge of traditional

recipes and ethnic menu planning can live quite healthfully on a vegan diet. The quality of big ag meat has fallen so low that many people

may prefer to avoid it. -continued-
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-continued- I predict food prices will double over the next year. This is a long-term problem that will last many years. One factor

that will drive prices higher is the panic when people realize how poor the harvest is and how foodstuffs from warehouses have

already been depleted. There will not be much more to draw upon. I have been a very resourceful shopper and had the foresight to

stock up on many food and nonfood items. I can usually plan a menu around whatever is healthy and avail. However, I am shocked

to see that supermarket freezers being shut down is the new norm. Within the last week, I have noticed a dramatic increase in bare

shelves, higher prices and items that no longer seem to be avail.

I have to wonder about the health of the children due to shortages or unaffordability of meat, seafood, beans, grain/rice/bread,

potatoes, fruit, eggs, dairy. I am still able to stock up on healthful foods at sale prices because the crackle-bloopie consumers are

set in their trendy ways and continue to pay exorbitant prices rather than adapt. What I buy is not in high demand. I am shocked at

what people stock up on during times like these--so many processed foods and ready-to-eat/reheat frozen foods! (Just today, I

saw a woman clling her cart with sugary breakfast cereals. (Her excuse was--"I love this stuff!") There are "costs" to eating like

this.

When I look at a meal of hot dogs, I think to myself that, by the time a person buys the hot dogs, buns, catsup, mustard and side

dishes to go with it (potato chips are not cheap!), they could prob have afforded something healthy cooked from scratch. When I

see the rotten produce with mold growing on it, I am reminded of the "3 Musketeers" and the riots in Paris when the king gave the

poor starving people rotten apples to eat. I am ever grateful for our garden, foraging and gleaning. Even though this is the worst

gardening year I have ever seen, with many crop failures, we do have abundance and will not go hungry.
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Yes, Almond is all about surveillance, control and money. Smart meters are now Big Brother. Law crms, corporations, and other

major not-for-proct groups recognize the far-reaching privacy implications of smart meters. It is becoming increasingly clear that

the privacy of Americans is being invaded more frequently and on a larger scale by private industry. The rejection of smart meters

is based on evidence of the risk of the cybersecurity threat they pose, the invasion of privacy, the health hazard, and the cost

increases associated with the use of smart meters.

Sen Colbeck believes that smart meters are “putting our homes, our nation, and frankly, some of the energy providers at risk.

Electromagnetic frequencies generated by smart meters harm the health of humans, animals, and insects (including bees) by

disrupting cell communication, promoting the production of stress hormones, and disrupting many other biological processes in

the body. Smart meters are repeatedly catching cre, including here in Michigan. The power company often blames cres on

something else. On April 23, 2015, DTE issued an internal bulletin entitled “OpenWay meter failure under investigation”.

This metering standards bulletin states that a "handful" of Itron Centron smart meters have failed due to overvoltage. One of the

main reasons utilities are implementing smart meters is that these meters will allow them to charge rates based on time of use

(peak prices), which means you'll pay a lot more for electricity when you need it most. Smart meters put meter readers out of

business, something utilities are promoting as a positive change.
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The FCC limits for smart meters, and any other type of radiation, are set only on the average over time, not "peak pulses." So when

utilities say that their smart meter emissions are within the FCC limits, all that means is that the average pulse does not exceed the

FCC limits. But consider this. The FCC limits were designed for a single half-hour RF exposure by a six-foot-tall, 200-pound man.

They were designed only to prevent his tissue from overheating in half an hour. They did not take into account the biology .effects

on cells and organs such as the heart, brain and gastrointestinal system.

In Europe we also have a great energy price crisis, The European Union (EU) now faces up to 10 years of "terrible winter", thanks to

the bloc's green agenda that forced many of its member states to rely heavily on of Russian gas. European countries that have

moved away from coal in favor of renewables are now susceptible to electricity price shocks with the continent's main natural gas

supplier at war with Ukraine. Apart from Poland, all member countries of the European Union (EU) have committed to achieving

net-zero emissions by 2050.

To achieve this, the EU has begun to phase out coal power and accelerated the entry of wind power, which has increased almost

twenty -going from 20 terawatt-hours (TWh) to 400 TWh in the last 10 years. The EU has also begun to phase out nuclear power

over environmental concerns, putting more pressure on wind power to meet the region's carbon dioxide-free energy goals. Belgian

Energy Minister Tinne Van der Straeten said the next few years to a decade of winters in Europe will be "very bad" unless the EU

takes urgent action to put a cap on runaway gas prices.
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"Next winter will be terrible if nothing is done," Van der Straeten said on Twitter. "We must act at the source, at a European level,

and work to freeze gas prices." He further said that the European electricity price formation system needs to be reviewed.

“Electricity is produced today at a much lower price than the price at which electricity and gas are sold. There is no longer any link

between the cost of production and the selling price,” he noted. Gasoline prices have soared and are now at record highs due to the

war in Ukraine, which triggered many Western sanctions against Russia.

With many European nations dependent on oil embargoed by the Kremlin, electricity prices across the continent have also

skyrocketed. www.smartmetereducationnetwork.com  smartmeterhealth.blogspot.com

 www.naturalblaze.com/2017/03/ami-smart-meters-technology-real-problems..  

www.breitbart.com/europe/2022/08/30/climate-crazy-eu-faces-up-to-decad..  (08 /30/2022)

www.naturalblaze.com/2017/03/ami-smart-meters-technology-real-problems..  

www.theepochtimes.com/renewables-place-europes-electricity-at-the-merc..  (06/2022)
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Agreed. The only thing preventing my husband and me from going off the grid fully is that we need to pump water from our stream

at the bottom of our farm to our house at the top. At the moment we use solar, but as you say, the battery backup will be an issue in

a few years. I’m trying to make enough money to afford multiples of everything: Batteries Inverters Trimmers Chainsaws And more

I’m a freelance writer and do my best to keep our farm and family aeoat, but getting off the grid and no longer working is my

biggest goal in life.
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Hi "Almond", I like your idea of a constant FLOAT charge on either a deep cycle, or a eoat battery bank, for emergencies. There are

some battery charger manufacturers that cater to that technology with a 240 volt input (avoid 120) transformer (as opposed to

solid state) chargers, such as the electric forklift industry. When we, in the MW railroad and telco telecom industries did that, it was

important to choose battery chargers that had an external, manual, FINITE voltage trimmer adjustment, so one could adjust the

constant eoat charging voltage to the battery manufacturer's recommendations within 1/10th of a volt, in order to prevent battery

sulphation and help prevent evaporation of the battery's liquid electrolyte.

For instance, our lead acid C&D eoat 48 volt battery bank was kept on a eoat charge of a specicc 52.8 volts, to prevent premature

battery damage. That translates into 13.2 eoat charging volts on a 12 volt car battery. A lot of our 48 volt lead acid battery banks,

that were well maintained, were over 20 Y.O., and still going strong.

The idea of using eoat batteries (12 volt vehicle batteries are eoat batteries), as opposed to deep cycle (golf cart) batteries, was

that the less costly eoat batteries were most cost effective due to the idea that the eoat batteries would not deep cycle too many

times over many years, only during rare outages, so that was a big money saver. However, if one can afford to eoat deep cycle

batteries, as opposed to eoat batteries, that is also an option, provided the eoat voltage is kept accurate, as explained above.

Lead acid eoat or deep cycle battery banks can be a bit messy to maintain, but vehicle batteries are commonly available at

relatively cheap prices due to mass production. The 12 volt 8D truck (eoat) big truck batteries (wired in series to your specicc

voltage for 24, 48, or whatever voltage) could be a good bet, as the 8Ds weigh appx 130 lbs each, and could be considered

semi-deep cycle. Continued
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Here is an example of a hi-tech, solid state, industrial 24O input voltage battery charger. IMHO, better to stay with old school

transformer battery chargers, (in a Faraday shielded room), though the voltage regulator might still be hi-tech, solid state.

www.bpsbattery.com/.../industrial-chargers  Your choice of inverters for household electricity is yet another matter, depending on

the battery bank voltage and amp-hour size that one chooses. A good industrial battery charger should also have an "equalizer"

switch to slightly overcharge the battery bank once a year for a 24 hour period, in order too make sure all the battery cells are of

equal voltage and internal resistance. Much more research required, and also try to keep it (relatively) simple.
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Sarita... "Not working can be the hardest work of all. When we are disabled. Or, better, when we "work" only for ourselves and do

what we enjoy for a living. Then, it becomes intense play. Even when we cannot be entirely self-reliant, we can do a lot to starve the

system of our dollars. No need to cnance big govt. Bigger govt restricts your liberty.
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grulla and all... Thanks for the info and link.  If at all possible, consider gravity-eow-water from your holding tank or water source

(spring). Then, if power goes out, you will still have water.
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So true! I am glad I was raised by a woman born in 1910. Post pioneer woman, super self su@cient (you had to be then!) We won't

starve. Just yesterday a woman bought 10 lbs of Roma tomatoes from me. And those were the good ones. I have prolly another 30

lbs. for the freezer (our freezer is stuffed) to process when I get them all frozen. Our garden was horrible this year, but it is enough

to keep us well fed. Also with 120 acres of wooded land where our cabin is, we will keep warm. I don't mind a toilet in a bucket in

the winter in the midwest. That good woman that raised me taught me a lot. I am thankful for her. BTW I am 63 years young:)
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Just FYI, it takes 2.31' of gravity water tank elevation to create 1 PSI of pipeline water pressure. A typical washing machine might

need a minimum of 20 PSI, according to some manufacturers, which would require a min. of 46.2' height of an elevated water tank.

A transfer pump pressure tank combined with the gravity water tank could be a better option, depending on one's situation and

resources. www.waterdistributioncerticcation.com/water-pressure-and-tank-elevati..
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Lee and all... Terrible garden year here, too. Fortunately, I chose short season varieties and planted extra. Must have been my

intuition working overtime. In spite of that, we still had some total crop failures. -But I canned salsa and catsup this week. Waiting

for more tomatoes to ripen... all at once (the green ones)... maybe I will just can plain tomatoes and decide what to do with them

later. At the end of the season, I also put greenish tomatoes into cold storage to slowly ripen over the winter. Maybe sauce if I have

plenty. Otherwise, chunky tomatoes work well on pasta, pizza, etc. I do have extra to carry over from last year. I still have leftover

chili sauce and tomato chutney--both are fabulous!

As hubby says, "Put it up when you have it as next year there may not be any." Working on nuts, green beans, more berries and

apples this week. Still a lot of canning jobs ahead of me, but fewer every day. Sweet corn is coming on and it looks like a good

crop. Amazing. Hoping for another good year of hunting, too. I will freeze eggplant parmigiane, green peppers, make krowt, grape

juice. Melons and squash go to cold storage. Will see how we do on potatoes and sweet potatoes. Popcorn should do well. Many

things needing attention right now. Work = opportunity and blessings.
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No one has mentioned that the electric company can override your setting, setting it higher or turn it off completely, as they did in Denver

just a week ago when it was 90 degrees.
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What is the best thing one can do if there is a smart meter on the house that cannot be opted out of? (I have already asked about it and

they say they have no more analog meters another is not a meter reader anymore). I have a smart meter cover on it, but you say it is no

good. So what is one to do?
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you should join on e of the FB groups like EMF Warrior or have a look at the links GUI has taken the trouble to post.
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I saw this more than 10 years ago with obammie. I'm shocked he was just allowed to do anything he wanted when he was not even

constitutional but, of course!  Now it's repeating with another unconstitutional guy. The same thing and they are getting meaner.
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Hard to think starvation is not intentional. www.youtube.com/watch  Growing children need healthy food. No poultry or eggs. Dairy

shortages. Beef herds being liquidated. Seafood not in most people's budget. Potato shortage. Peanut butter shortage. Shortages of

pasta, canned soup, tomatoes, rice, corn, fruit (esp. apples), eour and potatoes. These are basic foodstuffs! The food avail is often

inferior--for example, only white bread may be avail in many areas. I wonder about people whose children are always immaculately

dressed. -But, then you see the kids sucking on sodas.

Mom thinks it is fruit because it is "fruit-eavored", when actually, it is nothing more than water and toxic chemicals. Polluting their bodies,

but fashionably-dressed creating a "nice clean " image. If you are supermarket-dependent you are at high risk of starvation--either due to

shortages, politics or unaffordability. Just today, one of my favorite markets shut down their biggest wall cooler and is only operating on

the smaller freezer on a shorter wall. My favorite grocery manager told me he has not received an order in a month!

I realized how precarious the food supply is. You are being told you do not need to produce your own food.... that it is not even safe to do

so. Yes, you do! The more, the better. If you will not need it, someone else will. Relying on govt to save you in a crisis is not a very wise

strategy. You cannot trust anything that does not bleed. (=a bureaucracy where no one is held accountable and there are no real

consequences for screw-ups, only excuses and evasion) Everyone should know how to cook from scratch--to make a kettle of soup, bake

bread,
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Get an EMF meter.
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The Democrat Party is a menace to society.
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I am a retired utility engineer. Many people do not know the difference between a smart meter and a digital meter. Smart meters do

collect data on electricity usage. Digital meters do not, but they look the same. Your utility can tell you which you have. I pay $25 extra per

month to have a meter reader come read my analog meter. I have the analog meter because it does not broadcast (both digital and smart

meters broadcast) although I still am exposed to the broadcast of all the meters of my neighbors. The only way to avoid this is to live off

grid. I don't have wic in my house either, using only wired internet. So if you have wic anyway, the addition of the radiation from a digital or

smart meter isn't going to make any discernible difference. Your utility is not out to get you. They are out to give you reliable service at

least cost to them. I wish the fear mongering would just stop. We don't need it from all sides.
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No MysticTuba, I don't believe anyone feels the utility companies are "out to get us", but do believe just like any other corporation,

their business model is to "proctize procts; socialize losses". Their loyalty is to their shareholders, customer's health be damned.

Smart meters not only mean more proct to their shareholders, but the added bonus of selling customer's usage data to suppliers

of appliance products. It's all about the Benjamin.
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history and research has always demonstrated that when abuse is possible, abuse will occur. By regular people who had no bad
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intents or claim so. I leave to anyones imagination what abuse power does in 'people' in 'high' positions (proven to have higher

psychopathy by science) whether they are called politicians or elites. Very sadly, many people react like in tribal 'primitive' natural

life where there was a good reason the big loud monkey was also worth listening to (many direct cghts for the throne so those that

tell rubbish that doesn't work lose their position, so truth or strategic advantage was selected by nature).

It's basic survival logic/human nature, no need to call it mass formation, people aren't heroes, simple as that (the oppressors didn't

need long university studies to cgure that out since the beginnings of opression and 'untouchables' defended by their thugs). The

natural tribal reactions are not adapted to the world of fake societal structures based on lies and deceipt.

But since from an evolution standpoint they were key to survival, they are very hard to extinguish and our handlers know that all too

well. Nobody is out to get you, untill it happens. People are brainwashed by hollywood thinking scandals and abuse will make 'the

news' and that 'the news' is truth and honesty. Like the past 2 years have shown... And way longer than that, as decried by those

who are called conspirationists. WHY would you give the benect of doubt to proven high level abusers, or their minions? is a

question people run away from as they know the answer points the cnger at them, and they'd rather point the cnger themselves to

a scapegoat. Also, knowing about channels of abuse, is not the same as fear mongering. It is as educational as reading food labels

etc. That knowledge allows you to make informed decisions, that can make your life better, instead of scarier. But I get your point,

every day abuse is brought to light and we wish (cuz we r weakened) it wouldn'
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jud2395
Joined On 3/3/2016 10:24:42 PM
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Years ago learning about the dangers of a smart meter, we called to have a analog meter put in. The electric company was really good

about it. We pay $5 a month. The woman that came to read our meter last month stopped and talked for a bit and she thanked us for

doing this as it has helped her keep her job. She said there are quite a few on our area that opt out.  The marketing behind calling things

"smart" was brilliant on their part as many think they are being smart and high tech using them. In reality, "smart" products are unhealthy

for us and make people lazy. We try to make our house as dumb as possible.
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bulldog831
Joined On 6/11/2014 6:42:31 AM
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Consider the possibility that completely Remote Mind Control technology has existed for nearly a century. It can see and hear what you

see and hear. It can see what is in your imagination, and plant images in the imagination, making you believe they are your own. It can

control your body's biological functions. It can read your thoughts, and plant thoughts in your mind in such a manner that you believe

these thoughts to be your own. It monitors your emotions and can induce emotional states. It is operated worldwide by people which

have no allegiance to any nation, and which intend to install a world totalitarian system (sound familiar?

The Globalists, currently most associated with the WEF). Most people are unaware this is being done to them. However, there is a small

subset of the population, best known as Targeted Individuals, which are remotely tortured, another capability of this technology. For

decades the tortured have been identiced as having mental health problems. Many of the tortured are driven into poverty and

homelessness and some even driven into the desired result of suicide. This is the best kept secret of the last century. This is not to

belittle the real danger of the known technological threats to our health and well being, such as the smart meters and 5g discussed in this

article. This Remote Mind Control system is yet another technological threat to our Freedom which we need to stop, in order to deter the

panopticon the Globalists are intent on forcing on the entire world population.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Bulldog, back in the 90s in Escondido, Calif. there was a man who stood under a freeway overpass with various signs. These signs

really got into your head and made a strong impression on the readers. He was even featured in the media. I was so intrigued that I

stopped and spoke to him a few times. I learned he was ex military and found him highly intelligent. He spoke very convincingly of

being mind controlled from sources above (he assumed from satellites). Anyone would have mistaken him for being mentally ill, or

at least paranoid. I did not. Knowing what we know now and looking back, it all makes perfect sense.
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September
Joined On 11/23/2007 1:25:24 AM
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bulldog, That's true. It's perpetrated by the American government and in countries around the world. The persecution of TI's -

Targeted Individuals, is done by satellite, other methods and also directly by human perpetrators, known as Gang Stalkers who are

paid a lot of money. TI's are followed wherever they go. They cannot get away by moving to another town, city or nation. One man

in Canada, desperate to escape, eew to Israel. The gang stalkers were there when he got off the plane. It's a constant attack

physically, mentally and emotionally. TI's are slandered. They lose their jobs. Their homes are broken into. Their items are stolen.

Their health is constantly being broken down from the constant, daily radiation they're exposed to.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM
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I was much surprised last year when Public Service of NM (PNM) came around and replaced all their smart meters with more traditional

"manually" read meters. One of their techs told me that they could no longer get technical support from the smart meter manufacturer,

was the reason for the replacements. Perhaps the manufacturer saw the "writing on the wall" about future product liability law suits???

Now all our meters need to be read in person, but with the optional ability to aim a remote reader gun from a distance in the comfort of

the meter reader's vehicle. That makes me wonder if there are still some EMF concerns with these new meters???
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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GRULLA, I can not answer your question but in these 2 links you have very interesting information about smart metersSmart Meter

Harm smartmeterharm.org/2012/12/14/report-smart-meter-problems-dec-2012/#mo..  How Smart Meters Transmit and Why This

Matters Hot Spots and Ampliccation www.smartmetereducationnetwork.com
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goatherd0
Joined On 9/28/2017 6:04:14 PM
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I opted out and was charged each month for a meter reader. . This co.pany. was in like ein with a major company. So opted out of the

whole thing. Dr Mercola is right and there is more to come . There is more to come and I feel sorry for those worker bees serving the rich

in the future and liking it
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gaylbaby_203
Joined On 12/23/2006 2:23:09 PM
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My state has a law that allows residents to opt out of smart meters. We contacted the power company and requested ours be removed

and replaced with old analog version. It costs us an additional $5 per month.  Since that time, a little more than a year ago, I have not had

a migraine.
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hellbent
Joined On 8/17/2012 12:44:00 AM
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Well done for learning about this Toxic Tech and getting shut of it. Your blood cells, your neurology, every bit of living tissue in your

body will thank you for it. And if you have pets you'll also have stopped them being harmed by the spewing r4d1ation.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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You really DO want to limit your exposure to non-ionizing (RF) radiation to the greatest extent practicable. Even though the celd

density physics of RF is restrained by the inverse square law, we are swimming in a toxic sea of RF our bodies were never designed

to deal with. So much of the world today is absolutely foreign to the way our bodies are designed. RF soup, garbage food, out

gassing plastics, I think people must think all of this groovy "wireless" stuff works by magic or perhaps a small dwarf inside their

phone, home router, printer, Alexa (Alexa is NOT your friend!

Its freaking GOOGLE!!) , "smart" appliances (refrigerator, stove, door locks, car locks, "smart" - hahahahah TV, etc etc etc ad

incnitum. Sorry no teeny dwarf, these are ALL radio transceivers! They all radiate RF, so they can "talk" to its host. The frequency in

the various "services" may very, but its all RF soup. Your best counter-measure is DISTANCE from the transmitting device and/or

limiting your exposure. The Inverse Square law applies. Fun huh?
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Shepard505
Joined On 7/26/2018 10:09:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Smart meters may point to someone being home and using power but if it is a pump, hot water heater, range, or dryer how can a meter

determime that? And some appliances like dishwashers and washing machines have a delayed start option.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My electric company that supplies me with electricity and gas is Iberdrola. In the invoice, through the Smart assistant, it details

what is consumed by the 1) refrigerator, l2) washer and dishwasher, 3) electric stove, 4) entertainment, 5) other appliances (alarm,

charger, hair dryer, iron, detector of fumes, vacuum cleaner, 6) always on (devices and appliances in standby mode), 7) air

conditioning, 8) electric vehicle, 9) heating, and 10 cxed costs. The Iberdrola group started investing in renewable energy more

than two decades ago as the foundation on which to build its clean, reliable and smart business model.

Thanks to this acumen, the company is today a world leader in renewable energy, with 38 GW of renewable installed capacity

worldwide at the end of the crst half of 2022, and on the cutting edge of the energy transition towards a low-emissions economy. A

commitment reeected in its 2025 investment plan, now extended to 2030, with which it aims to double its renewable capacity to 60

GW by 2025, increasing to 95 GW in 2030. Solid growth concrmed by the more than 10,800 MW of renewable capacity under

construction at the end of the crst half 2022. www.iberdrola.com/about-us/utility-of-the-future/renewable-energies
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Not only can smart meters determine which appliances you are using, but as an added bonus, can sell your information to

appliance suppliers. For instance, if you do alot of laundry, to laundry supply corporations, etc. Data is very proctable.
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jennifer1028
Joined On 6/30/2022 7:54:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe it’s just me, but I will not comply. There is a solution- shut down the power to your home. I guess all the threats the last two years

have worn on me. When my director informed me the vax would be company mandated, I told her I’m not getting it. She reminded me

about my good pay in today’s world, with the high prices- I told her, “well if the injection kills me - as it has many- I make zero.” I told her,

“my people came from the woods and if needed, I can go back to the woods.” Right now, I’m thanking God that I grew up poor, that I have

knowledge and stories from my family. I know the path may be hard, but it’s not impossible. I’m just at a place to where the threats no

longer send me into a panic.

If my power company enforces a smart meter, I will tell them to come take down their lines and turn all mine off. If enough people

decided freedom was better than everything else and people stood together- all of this would fail. No power is no proct. It’s all common

sense to me. And just like the vax, I stood with 20 refusing, but at the end of the day only 7 in our o@ce won the game of chicken and

decided our lives were more important than money. The company mandate was dropped because enough around the country refused. If

every person with a smart meter closed off their power- things would change.
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swdhj1
Joined On 6/9/2009 8:10:29 AM
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One way to defeat the surveillance of a smart meter may be to install a battery, so all they see is charging of the battery, and not the draw

usage variances associated with using specicc appliances at specicc times. You can also timeshift your recharging if you have time

variable rates--recharge in the early morning and use during peak times. Of course, batteries are an additional expense and they have

limited capacity.
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Astrocomical
Joined On 1/6/2021 5:20:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sounds like a NO WIN situation. I would not take it and already have noticed my electric company. BTW, zero carb emissions sounds like

a diet of beans but without the beans.
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badboy2
Joined On 11/15/2010 5:08:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And they said that Edward Snowden was a traitor. The pot trying to call the kettle black. Shame on them.
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Healthbuf
Joined On 11/28/2018 1:55:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I o@cially opted out of smart meters - twice, primarily because of emf's. They put them in anyway! Both side of my house - gas and

electricity
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anjiegee
Joined On 9/13/2021 1:25:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi! Does anyone know of any good EMF absorption devices for households? I would be very grateful for some links that are tried and

tested! Thank you!
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annlena49
Joined On 12/6/2011 10:54:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ameren Missouri’s extortion fee was $100 and then $40 a month forever.
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DeadDogWorms
Joined On 5/30/2020 6:30:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here in British Columbia the smart meters were brought in over 10 years ago. For awhile you could pay a surcharge to not have a smart

meter, however in the end they just cut off the power to those who did not go along with the plan.
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theoriginalmom
Joined On 7/8/2014 8:11:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I prefer to call 'the elite' PREDATORS.'
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree. They are only elite in their own minds.
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cleanse4life
Joined On 8/12/2009 3:19:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Looking forward to seeing a report on how RING and ALEXA spy on American users.
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A wealth of information. https://emfhelpcenter.com/
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thinkinmama
Joined On 6/28/2021 12:29:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We weren’t even aware that our meter was changed to a smart meter until recently. I was very angry because I’m well aware of emf

dangers. I immediately called our provider and was told there would be a month fee of $25 along with the service charge to come switch

it out. Since we are looking to move we opted for purchasing an emf shield for $75. If we stay here much longer we will go ahead and get

it changed out. We also have emf protection on all mobile devices.
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pameladds
Joined On 1/22/2011 8:51:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I opted out and the electric company was militant about allowing me to do this. They sent me many letters citing state law and telling me

how they could come onto my property anytime they want. My husband is an electrical engineer. He asked to speak with one of their

electrical engineers. They yelled at us, saying, "THAT WILL NEVER HAPPEN!" We opted out and they said they would waive the set-up fee

and there would be a charge of $27 a month for them to read the meter. Well, they charged us the setup fee anyway...I had to call and

argue with them about that. And, the $27 monthly fee...I do not see that anywhere...but many other fees that I have no clue what they are

that amount to $200 extra per month.

My kilowatt hourly rate was about 10 cents an hour prior to this...now with all the extra charges it is 17 cents per kilowatt hour.

Fortunately, we have decided to install some solar, not connected to the grid to power some of our home usage. I am fortunate that my

husband is able to design and install this system. I also purchased some portable solar-powered generators to have on hand for my

smaller appliances, computers, etc. I encourage everyone to look into doing the same to at least become partially free of the electric

companies. Your money isn't safe in the bank any longer....best to invest in infrastructure for your life!
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Kat3040
Joined On 8/31/2017 8:28:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Put an EMF Faraday cage around it. Metal screen and one of those large clamps. Just cut the screen to go around, then cut a circle, and

sew it on or any other way to get it attached, then clamp it over the whole smart meter. This will lessen the radiation exposure around that

area.
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blackkeysbob
Joined On 9/7/2022 10:19:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Five years ago I paid $5/month for three years to SCE (Southern California Edison) for the right to keep my original analog meter. All my

neighbors foolishly allowed SCE to install a so-called smart meter on their home. Many immediately saw their electric bill skyrocket.

Others experienced health problems, such as their blood pressure signiccantly increasing, once the digital meter was installed. By

contrast, I experienced no health problems and no increase in my electric bill. Plus, after three years I no longer had to pay the $5/month

fee in order to retain my original analog meter.

The California Public Utilities Commission was the one who created the opt out program in California which only a very tiny percentage of

wise people, such as myself, chose to participate in. And yes, now if one in California wants to get rid of his digital meter and replace it

with an analog meter, it will cost a sizable amount of money., However, doing so is worth it, if one values one's health as being worth the

cost of switching to an analog meter.
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res4763
Joined On 5/6/2021 7:19:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My partner recently passed away and I swear this had to to with the issue that I have 2 smart meters at the headboard wall in my

bedroom. BOTH. bedrooms are in the back of the house with the meters on the wall AND a HUGE telephone pole with 4 boxes on the top

and heavy heavy cables connected. Is there ANY way I can block the energy for at least the smart electric units for the bedrooms? I have

been sleeping on the COUCH! How would I be able to request to have old fashioned meters on the house, AND would they do it? Am I able

to connect the electric company and ask them to move those HUGE metal boxes they installed... I swear they putter on these poles at

night...we never see electric trucks, but always tools and debris in my garden.... super creepy... any and all advice appreciated.
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wal6250
Joined On 8/1/2021 1:29:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our power company is requiring we install a smart meter with our solar. Is there any legal way around this? They also tried to pay us off to

install transmitters in our battery storage but we said Hell No! How do we install solar so we have a back up power source when $#it hits

the fan but opt out of this tracking technology?
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dfarrich
Joined On 3/28/2016 1:46:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OMG. I'm glad I don't live in your worlds.
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SaritaSarah
Joined On 7/21/2022 7:04:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Other than calling Saturn your home, what’s your world look like?
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Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Had a relative who worked in this sector and warned all family and friends not to get a smart meter. The original smart meters used to

work in blocks. So say you have a street of houses with smart meters, the meter readings piggy back along until a collection one (meter)

where data will be collected, you do not know if you have the data collection unit (meter) or not, so your smart meter might be recieving

readings from other smart meters without you knowing, meaning your are exposed to more emfs than the others. However, they then

rolled out smart meters 2, updated ones, I am not sure if they work the same way with regards to data collection. Also it goes without

saying these products give them the ability to cut off your energy supply remotely.
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wordplayjane
Joined On 9/7/2022 7:48:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I cnally succumbed to having the Smart Meter installed because Con Ed kept threateningn to cne my $100 / month until I did. Not happy

about it.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is yet another big authoritarian government article this morning from the Second Amendment defenders (2A) NRA-ILA, in a

non-specicc crearms article, as to where our country could be

headed.www.nraila.org/articles/20220906/ivy-league-law-professors-argue-for-a..
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doggiemom
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:55:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We had a choice, them install the smart meter or have no meter and NO electricity at all. Same with the new water meters that they can

drive by and read with a machine, the new meter or no meter and NO water.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I rent in a complex - so there ya go. I guess I could call SAUL GOODMAN and Associates Esq. - But I heard he got into some kind of

legal trouble - other than that - I am SOL.
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jsmccord7
Joined On 2/16/2010 1:16:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When the 100 year old or more technologies are cut loose every home/person should have their own power source the size of a

suitcase.Bye bye power companies it was nice knowing you.Rocket scientist Adair says that the the plans are in the cloud right

now.....upon his death the plans will be released.A lot of people will be making their own units all over.There's no way that can be

stopped.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is a reason they eliminated Tesla and worshipped Edison.
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gaylbaby_203
Joined On 12/23/2006 2:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A few years ago, our city installed electronic water meters, to facilitate a more e@cient management of our water system. The meters are

continually sending the data to a satellite, and both the city and the company that manages the software for the system, have access to

and control over the data. I requested copies of all the contracts between my city and the meter company, and it speciccally states that

the company owns all of the data, with the right to use it in any way it sees ct, including personally identifying data. The selling of data is

big business. We have, on more than one occasion, requested print-outs of our usage, for a few days at a time. Very interesting to see

when the usage occurs, minute by minute, on the logs.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Depending on which state you reside, THAT may now be illegal (heavy cnes), unless you speciccally opted in. There are

increasingly strict STATE regulations to protect your Personally Identicable Information (PII) information( the list of data

applicable to PII continues to grow) that can identify you. They may also be in violation of the Privacy Act of 1975 (Federal, but

poorly enforced). The old statement "we own your data and will use as as we see ct", may now be illegal, again depending on your

state (NOT Federal), UNLESS you speciccally opted in. Check the data protection laws in your state that may cover this. If they do

not need it, they should not have it.

YOU can request a full report of the data they have, how it is being used and whom they have disclosed it to. YOU can request that

they remove it, it belongs to you. In the EU, it is covered under The General Data Protection Regulation (EU) (GDPR). In the US,

because the US federal government has been "eacid" - various states have written and are enforcing their own data protection

regulations. AND under GDPR, even if you are living in the US but are a citizen of the EU (And the UK) they MUST comply with GDPR

which is VERY strict, and carry extremely heavy cnes and potential CEO/CSO level imprisonment for non-compliance.

In a nut shell - YOU own that privacy data, it is yours. If it is mis-handled or disclosed to parties without a specicc need to know, it

could have consequences for YOU, including identity theft. The numbers of companies being breached, about every day, is simply

staggering. Non- privacy can be aggregated to BECOME private. Even if the company is in a state with weak privacy regulations -

the laws apply to YOUR state of residence. Example YOU reside in state Y that has strict privacy laws, and the company is in state

X which has poor data privacy, they MUST comply with the laws of your state. THAT goes for ALL businesses. INCLUDING utilities.
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Cap8161
Joined On 8/9/2021 8:29:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How do we cnd out which states have those privacy laws? I told my utility I didn't want smart meter ;after they installed it without

telling me. Even though they have "upgraded" us twice in 15 years;they wanted $100 for analog meter & $32 a month to read it. I

complained about tracking & privacy & they lied and said that was a myth. I don't believe any of my appliances are "smart"; just

energy e@cient as they just have regular controls. That smart meter on the house pauses every 60 seconds even though the utility

guys told me it only transmits once a day .

We live 15 miles from town so nearest cell tower is 5-7 miles away. WE have recently installed a DIY Solar Kit ; NOT grid tied [ they

charge you $50 a month for that privilege] ;plus if the grid goes down so does your solar. Instead we have 12 huge batteries with

12 panels on a ground frame [since our roof is metal & east facing] & can run everything; including the well & AC, except the oven &

dryer.

Cost was half of the price of 15 years ago & way less than having a team come in & do it. Supplying nearly half our electric even

with the rainy summer in SC. Right now I am dealing with the invasive American Community Survey that most people have never

heard of that is "legally" sent out to 3 million in USA yearly. It asks everything from how many bathrooms you have, your medical

info, cnancial info ,when you leave for work & come home and other NOB stuff. ID theft or robbery anyone?

Congress secretly made a law [unconstitutional but not challenged in court yet] after 9-11 that the Census could do this & threaten

you with up to $5000 in cnes if you don't. So far they have not sued anybody yet. Received several mailings; plus requests to cll it

out online [so they can get your email & IP address] . I'm told next there will be phone calls all hours & then home visits. I clled out

the ten year Census & that's all I intend to do. Getting ready to change my number & computer/email address again but can't move.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cap8161 Keep ignoring it. Do not cll it out. Generally, they do not have the manpower to follow up.
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AlisonWunderland
Joined On 6/24/2021 5:13:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The Primary Contract of a State is the protection of its' citizens" Ehud Barak, an Israeli general and politician who served as the tenth

Prime Minister from 1999 to 2001. Where do we go from here?
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dianna1189
Joined On 3/29/2021 5:34:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So .... I have a problem. Hubby and I are moving out of suburbia to a rural area in a new state. It is a new construction home under

contract. I was very surprised to see that indeed it has a smart meter.  It is not attached to the house ~ I guess that's one thing? What

remediation is possible for us?  BTW ~~ we have been looking for a home in rural areas in surrounding states for 2 years. This location

has many benects: access to many local organic farmers, more chance of meeting like minded folks, 2 acre lot allowing for veggie

gardens and edible landscaping. Thanks for your suggestions.
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How close is the nearest nabor's dwelling? Foks in rural areas run the gamut, they may not be as rural-minded as you assume. Find

nabors who are aware of what smart meters are capable of, then organize with them to Opt Out.
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dianna1189
Joined On 3/29/2021 5:34:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks CMT. I will look into that. The wiring from the meter to the house is underground about 50 feet from the garage to the panel

located in the garage. Also, I realize my immediate neighbors might not be like-minded, but I have access to a large organic farm

network where I can meet new folks so I am hopeful.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think we could do some shared information on screening these things, since many cannot afford to move out or even cnd a rental

without the problem. Does anyone know how to do this effectively? We can all hang tinfoil against a meter or wic router, but does it

work, or need to be grounded? Or what?
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hellbent
Joined On 8/17/2012 12:44:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It will still throw dirty electricity aka transients onto your household wiring. For the RF radiation spewing out, distance is indeed

your friend. Invest in a decent meter to determine what power is being emitted and what the reading is eg on your bed. Remember,

though, there is NO safe level of these toxicants for human biology. For the DE, you can buy clters but be a lot depends upon your

situation; some people can feel worse, some better, with clters.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bee and all, if you visit sites that specialize in reducing EMFs, you will more than likely cnd well-insulated enclosures designed to

reduce EMF's radiating from smart meter box. A primary design concern, eaw (?), often located outside of bedroom walls and oh la

la, headaches and other maladies from constant signals. Of course, damping down send and receive signals to and from your

internal circuit panel in and out of the box every time increment 24/7? That's different again. Where there's a will, often cnd

someone into cleaner electronics has already cgured out most requirements. And there are even special protective long underwear

shot with silver threads. Articles and books on this already abound.
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wendybolt
Joined On 5/19/2022 8:12:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm in Phoenix and I opted out when I bought my condo. It only costs $5 per month. Totally worth it.
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eiggod8
Joined On 9/18/2009 8:16:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's about $17 per month in Maine.
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Bitcopper
Joined On 12/16/2021 1:21:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think this smart meter phobia is a bit over the top. EMF is everywhere that electricity is being used. When electrons move down a

conductor, an electric and a magnetic celd follows along. It is impossible for it to be any other way. The celd strength depletes rapidly

with distance. Get used to it. The computer sitting in front of you emits all kinds of EMF, even your keyboard. Hackers can cgure out what

you type by the EMF of the tiny signals going up the wire to your computer. Turns out that all these devices have a unintentional signature

caused by the way current eows in their circuitry.

That's how they can tell if it's your fridge or your stove using power, there is nothing nefarious about it. Now if you want to get off grid and

that includes no solar or wind, then go for it. You'll still get EMF from cell towers, satellites, radio, the SUN, the UNIVERSE, etc. Live your

life in fear, just like the vaxxed. There is a risk/benect analysis to be carried out here: if there is a risk created by low grade EMF, then

perhaps it is still worth it for the benect. Our lives are threescore and ten, and our purpose here is not to try to defeat death.
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